
 

     LEO TOLSTOY’S ANNA KARENINA is a January, 2015 LVCA dvd donation to the 

Ligonier Valley Library. Below is Kino Ken’s review of that dvd film. 

 

8 of a possible 20 points                                                             ** of a possible ***** 

 

Soviet Union   1967   color   136 minutes   partly subtitled, partly dubbed live 

action feature drama in French, English, and Russian   MOSFILM Studio 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates a juvenile performer 

Points: 

1         Direction: Aleksandr Zharki 

0         Editing: N. Petrikin 

0         Cinematography: Leonid Kalashnikov 

1         Lighting 

2         Screenplay: Vasili Katanyan and Aleksandr Zharki from the novel by  

           Leo Tolstoy 

0         Music: Rodion Shchedrin 

2         Production Design: Aleksandr Borisov and Yuri Kladienko 

           Set Decoration: Yevgeny Ivanov 

           Costume Design: Lyudmila Kusakova* 

           Make-up: Tamara Krylova 

1         Sound: Vyacheslav Leschyov and Boris Zuyev 

1         Acting 

0         Creativity 

8 total points 

 

Cast: Tatiana Samoilova (Anna Pavlova Karenina), Nikolai Gritsenko  



(Alexei Karenin), Vasili Lanovoy (Count Alexei Vronsky), Yuri Yakovlev*  

(Stiva Oblonsky, Anna’s brother), Boris Goldayev (Konstantin Lyovin), 

Anastasia Vertinskaya* (Ecaterina “Kitty” Scherbachky), Iya Savvina  

(Dolly, Stiva’s wife), Maya Plisetskaya* (Princess Betsy),  

Lydia Sukharevskaya (Lydia Ivanovna), Yelena Tyapkina (Princess Myaghkaya), 

Sophia Pilyavskaya (Countess Vronsky, mother of Alexei), Andrei Tutyshkin 

(Lawyer), Vasya Sakhnavsky (Sergei “Seryozha,” Anna’s son), 

Ervin Knausmyuller (Butler), Anatoli Kubatsky (Camerdiner Kapitanich) 

 

     From the radical Sixties, Director Aleksandr Zharki’s feverish Nouvelle Vague 

version of ANNA KARENINA transforms Tolstoy’s story into vertiginous 

melodramatic mush. Yoking flash editing technique to dizzying camera rotations 

and serpentine tracking shots, this 1967 film manages to suffocate characters by 

means of an oppressively disconnected style. At its best when slowly panning 

over agricultural vistas, an all too rare occurrence, the picture drags during 

intimate character dialogues. There, leading performers fail to enliven Tolstoy’s 

speeches, contenting themselves with overly florid or unabashedly hysterical 

verbal delivery instead. Few bother to employ minute gestures of hand, or 

subtle variations of facial expressions.  

     Bucking the tide are four notable exceptions.  

     Nikolai Gritsenko’s Alexei Karenin displays a measured, crab-like walk and 

pinched cheeks. These memorably delineate his cold, calculating, 

condescending character. Karenin wishes a trophy wife and solicitous mother 

devoid of overt flirtatiousness. His marriage to Anna founders because she 

refuses to abandon juvenile fondness for romantic conquests of strangers at 

parties and even railroad stations. Immersing himself in national politics, he 

ignores brush fires in his own home until they attain conflagration status. When 

he belatedly tries to take action, Karenin finds only spousal rebuffs, shameful 

public disclosures, sniping gossip circulating just under the surface wherever 

aristocrats convene. Stern reserve and pious devotion to duty do nothing to 

reverse the rot and dissolution undermining his marriage. Both the man’s 

hesitancy and superciliousness are admirably projected by Gritsenko. 



     Yuri Yakovlev’s playboy character, Stiva Oblonsky, is presented effectively as 

an egocentric shirker who shares his sister’s penchant for frivolous wooings of  

the opposite sex. No more tightly committed to wife Dolly than Anna to her 

husband, Stiva nonetheless always returns to his spouse after each adulterous 

interlude. She seems to represent the stability his mercurial disposition craves 

during intermittent periods of transient remorse. Like Anna, he fails to properly 

assess damage his infidelities inflict upon a subordinated, neglected family. 

Both dump parental responsibilities upon governesses, a facile option avidly 

utilized despite Anna’s genuine dotage over her firstborn. Stiva, too shallow for 

any grand passion, lacks sufficient flame to ignite a marital firestorm. This 

insures safe pursuit of tawdry temporary affairs, indiscretions Russian society is 

willing to overlook so long as no troublesome offspring issue as a consequence. 

The superficial blitheness and inability of Stiva to fathom either feelings or ideas 

of others is perfectly realized in Yakovlev’s enactment. 

     Capitalizing on mobile lips, minor adjustments of chin elevation, and liquidly 

brimming eyes, Anastasia Verinskaya presents a sympathetic Ekaterina 

Scherbachky. “Kitty” is an innocent, trusting innate beauty and consistent 

candor will win affection for her. She experiences a double misfortune, first 

losing prospective beau Vronsky to predatory Anna, then being compelled to 

watch her nemesis fascinate a discontented second-choice husband, 

Konstantin Lyovin. Jealousy gnaws deeply into her, as Konstantin neglects home 

and spouse, preferring lengthy converse with enchanting Anna to domestic 

dullness. As Kitty’s character darkens and unravels under marital attack, 

Verinskaya provides shadings to match, always retaining vulnerability while 

adding layers of wariness and pique.  

      Slender flamingo Princess Betsy, prone to strutting self-display, is admirably 

portrayed by Maya Plisetskaya. A wealthy viper nourished by rampant 

hypocrisy among the nobility, she entertains herself by enticing them into 

compromising situations. Rather than offering herself as a prize, Betsy 

manipulates others, taking malicious satisfaction in first befriending and then 

snubbing them. This game of betrayal is her obsession, something belatedly 

comprehended by Vronsky and Anna, who serve as pawns to her queen. When 

she finds play tiresome, both former confidante and croquet partner are left 



exposed, subject to assault from every rancourous, vindictive spectator. The 

corrosive tartness of her eventual dismissals, always preceded by sweet 

suggestions of risky alliances, stun those foolish enough to act upon her advice. 

Socially ruined, they can only cling to diminishing hopes while Princess Betsy 

moves on to another candidate for misadventure. Proud, insincere, insinuating, 

Plisetskaya’s Betsy is even more dangerous than Anna at full gallop. For she 

shows no inclination to permanently entanglement herself with anyone. This 

veteran puppeteer of a temptress is probably incapable of lasting commitment 

to anybody. 

     Tolstoy’s story follows a fairly simple plot line. Anna Karenina, coming to 

Moscow on a visit with her brother, encounters Count Vronsky at the train 

depot there. Unable to resist transfixing him with an inviting stare as she 

departs, Anna wins herself a devoted suitor. Vronsky sloughs off intended fiancé 

Kitty, too inexperienced and transparent to make much of a catch. A soldier by 

profession, hunter by choice, the Count chases after more devious prey, 

conveniently making himself oblivious to all obstacles. Anna is already married. 

Vronsky finds that no barrier. Respectability for himself he honors above all. 

The Count doesn’t mind besmirching reputations of others. That is their 

problem, not his. 

     Trapped between two male egoists, Anna attempts to build a bridge over 

which she can pass at whim back and forth between them. However, Vronsky’s 

open courtship of his wife prevents Karenin from pretending ignorance of their 

affair. Furthermore, Anna becomes pregnant. Not by her lawful mate. Karenin 

decides to cut losses. He seeks to divorce her, but retain custody of son Sergei. 

Hopefully, the boy will serve as a magnet to draw errant wife back to pardoning 

benefactor.  

     Anna perceives the snare. She avoids it, casting her lot with Vronsky, who is 

content enough with future progeny. He has no wish to engage in a custody 

conflict with Karenin, whose loftier social status would make such a battle 

costly and ultimately fruitless.  

     Nearly losing both life and infant daughter in difficult childbirth, the novel’s 

adulteress engineers what appears to be a deathbed reconciliation between 

husband and lover.  



     Vronsky’s shame at Karenin’s noble selflessness drives him to attempted 

suicide. He fails to accomplish his goal. Once recovered, the wounded officer 

renews pursuit of Anna. She, in spite of resolutions to cast him off, does just the 

opposite. Off rush reckless couple to Italy, along with daughter and nurse, 

deserting both male Karenins. Finding pleasure amid art and sunnier clime, they 

spend a blissful vacation as tourists, free to do as they please without social 

reprimand from compatriots. Tiring finally of enforced absence from her son, 

Anna returns to St. Petersburg for a visit, only to plunge Seryozha, lifelessly 

played by Vasya Sakhnavsky, into the center of a tug of war between parents. 

Knowing the law to be set against her, the occasional mother retreats, leaving 

behind heartbroken child and disgusted father. Since Seryozha’s a failure as bait 

for his mother’s contrite abjuration of folly, Karenin detaches himself 

emotionally from the boy, discarding any remnants of paternal affection. Intent 

on preserving the name of father, he sees no future profit in behaving like one. 

     How can this mess resolve itself? Will Anna and Vronsky ever find happiness? 

Should they? Watch the remainder of the film and see if you agree with 

Tolstoy’s conclusion. 

     Jarring cinematography, utilizing bizarre camera angles to depict 

psychological turmoil, is no more successful here than in DAS KABINETT DES DR. 

CALIGARI (THE CABINET OF DR. CALIGARI), an obvious model. Probably 

encouraged to whirl and rotate by the effectiveness of such movements in 

Samoilova’s earlier showcase, LETYAT ZHURAVLI (THE CRANES ARE FLYING), 

where her character is similarly inclined to contemplate self-destruction, the 

camerawork here appears too full of itself. It pulls attention away from the star, 

surely not a benefit for anyone. Stormy editing intervals at times dispel viewer 

concentration. In addition, these are physically straining to watch. Petrikin 

might fancy himself a faithful follower of editorial genius Grigori Alexandrov. 

Evidence indicates only a unique disposition to visual chaos. 

     Production design and costuming reflect accurately towering aloofness of 

grandiose ballrooms. Lengthy suites of chambers, arranged in rows like boxcars 

on a siding, reveal minimal furniture. Their imposing empty higher altitudes lead 

to lofty ceilings. Plank flooring below is polished to reflect optimally every 

venturesome ray of light. Dwarfed by outsize dimensions of such 



compartments, human occupants can be tracked by resounding, hollow echoes 

of voices and footfalls. Far different are airier, cluttered dachas in the 

countryside, in one of which the Lyovins attempt to enjoy pastoral bliss. More 

wood than plaster, such second residences are still far cozier than straw-topped 

hovels housing peasants who do all required labor and reap little benefit or 

pleasure from it. 

     Sound and lighting are mostly adequate, with some scenes offering superior 

manifestations of each. Others are undercut by rushed edits allowing no time to 

savor illuminations, shadows, or resonances. 

     When adhering to Tolstoy’s text, the screenplay is substantive and pithy. 

Portions of the author’s discussion of social distinctions and need for reform 

survive. Unfortunately, too much of it is replaced with wordless and witless 

wanderings of camera. Excising extensive descriptions of forests, fields, and 

meadows results in disconnecting character and setting. If Anna feels any bond 

with the countryside, relishing freedom from aristocratic etiquette, it is 

invisible.  

     Rodion Shchedrin’s screamingly obtrusive score, trebly reinforcing each 

dramatic highlight, is more appropriate for a Bollywood musical. Intended to be 

mood-setting, it is only tastelessly self-serving, deflecting interest from 

personality to soundtrack. More rewarding are moments when the only sound 

effects can be heard, empty of overblown, channeling music depriving listeners 

of independent interpretation. 

     Tolstoy’s novel appeared at a critical moment when Russia was transforming 

itself from a medieval society into a modern one. At that time, in mid 

nineteenth-century, a chasm existed, dividing possessors from possessed. 

Barred from elegant society, schools, civil service posts, and officer ranks, 

Russian farmers had to satisfy themselves with an abundance of children and 

vodka. Meanwhile, among the aristocracy, surfeit of extravagances led only to 

despair. Paris fashions could not hide threadbare, purposeless lives, a key point  

hammered home by director Aleksandr Zharki in this film’s unexpectedly abrupt 

conclusion.   

     Suitable for very mature teens aged eighteen and older, as well as adults, this 

Soviet adaptation of a classic novel is primarily of note for lavish settings. It is 



not a definitive resetting of Tolstoy’s work. Samoilova and Vasily Lanovoy,  

playing the role of Count Vronsky, fail to unearth deeper anguishes, 

compunctions, and doubts that haunt their characters. 

     Please be advised that subtitling for this film is bizarre, leaving stretches of 

French dialogue untranslated. The key scene where Vronsky and Karenin reach 

temporary reconciliation is accompanied only by Russian dialogue with 

completely missing English subtitles. Go to an English translation of the book for 

enlightening specifics. 

     Bonus material included in this dvd release are a nine-minute interview with  

Yuri Yakovlev (“Stiva”), a twelve-minute interview with Boris Goldayev  

(reform-minded “Konstantin Lyovin”), a two and one-half minute interview with 

the director, a nine and one-half minute interview with star Tatiana Samoilova, 

a photo album, a thirteen minute interview with Director of Photography 

Leonid Kalashnikov, and a twelve-minute interview with Vasili Lanovoy,  

ex-husband of Samoilova, who here plays her lover Count Vronsky. Sadly, the 

interviews are punctilious and not especially informative.  

     Someday, a master at the artistic level of an Eisenstein may film Tolstoy’s 

massive novel. Until then, markedly inferior substitutes such as this one must 

suffice the curious cinephile. 


